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PRELIMINARY OVERVIEW
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The poster presents the preliminary results of an ongoing study on the Terracotta Figurines (TF)

from the stratigraphic contexts of the urban site of Barikot (Swat, Pakistan).

Excavation of this site, started by the Italian Archaeological Mission (formerly IsIAO, now

ISMEO) under the direction of P. Callieri, continued up to this day with a team led by L.M.

Olivieri.

More than 500 animal figurines and 250 human figurines have been documented throughout

2000 years of archaeological stratigraphy, from Late Bronze/Early Iron Age (c. 13th/9th cent. BCE)

to late ancient times (c. 8th/10th cent. CE).

The majority of the TF were recovered from the phases corresponding to the peak of the urban

expansion of Barikot, i.e. from the Indo-Greek acculturation phases (mid-2nd cent. BCE) to the

Late Kushan periods (mid-3rd cent. CE). In the early post-urban phases (c. 4th cent. CE) there are

few evidence of Buddhist single-moulded figurines (“miniaturistic stelae”).

After a chronological gap, Terracotta Fgurines appear again in the Shahi periods (8th/10th cent.

CE), when animal figurines are predominant.

ANIMAL

• Animal TF are largely male (with hump,

penis or ruff).

• The most represented animals are

humped bull, horse and felines (rarely

monkeys, sheep, goats, birds and

elephants).

• The majority of figurines are hand

modelled with appliqued, incised or

impressed details.

• Some of them present traces of color

(white, red, black and yellow).

• Figurines from Shahi period (7th/8th-11th

CE) are more elaborated (coil building),

with golden slip.

HUMAN

• Human TF are largely female (with

breasts, large hips and vulva).

• Most representative types are the

proto-historic “fiddle-shaped” types,

the “Baroque Ladies” (until 2nd BCE),

the “Hellenistic types” wreathed with

laurel (from mid-1st BCE), the “stylized”

female figurines (2nd-3rd CE).

• The majority of figures are single 

moulded (with appliqued or impressed 

jewels). 

• Some of them present traces of color

(mostly white, but also traces of red,

black and yellow), and of sooting.
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PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

Thanks to its detailed stratigraphy, Barikot data allow to create a

contextualized catalogue. The latter may eventually be a useful

reference point for comparisons with materials from other sites of

Gandhara and surrounding regions.

Function and role of Terracotta Fgurines, in the context of the

inhabited area, as well as their association with other materials (e.g.

the so-called “miniature vessels”) can also be eventually identified.
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